Summary. This study establishes an error estimate for a penalty-finite element approximation of the variational inequality obtained by a class of obstacle problems. By special identification of the penalty term, we first show that the penalty solution converges to the solution of a mixed formulation of the variational inequality. The rate of convergence of the penalization is e where e is the penalty parameter. To obtain the error of finite element approximation, we apply the results obtained by Brezzi, Hager and Raviart for the mixed finite element method to the variational inequality.
Introduction
This study establishes an error estimate for a penalty-finite element approximation of the variational inequality obtained by a class of obstacle problems for a membrane. We shall show convergence of the approximation with respect to the penalty parameter a and the mesh size h of the finite element model.
Many works have been published on finite element approximations of variational inequalities together with a priori error estimates, e.g., Mosco and Strang [14] , Falk [9, 10] , Brezzi, Hager and Raviart [6, 7] , and others. All these works are concerned with the primal formulation of variational inequalities, except that of Brezzi, Hager and Raviart [7] which provides general ideas and a methodology to obtain a priori error estimates for the mixed (Lagrangian multiplier) formulation of variational inequalities. For the penalty method, however, which is now widely used in the practical fields of engineering, there are few works. has obtained a priori estimates with respect to e and h together, employing the study of the perturbed Lagrangian method (see Temam [16] ). The work by Bercovier [3] deals with problems having constraints represented by equations such as incompressibility div u=0 of Stokes' problems or linearly incompressible elasticity.
In the present analysis, we will extend Bercovier's theory of obtaining a priori error estimates with respect to e and h to a much wider class of problems represented by variational inequalities. As a model problem, a class of obstacle problems will be worked by the penalty-finite element approximation. A similar analysis would be applicable to other types of problems involving both equality and inequality constraints (see Oden, Kikuchi and Song [15] ). In the case of equality constraints, the procedure to obtain the estimate for the penalty parameter e is suggested by Aubin [1] .
It should be noted that direct methods, using projection maps from the whole space into constrained sets, work well for the obstacle problem discussed in this paper. However, physically important quantities such as contact pressure can be easily obtained by penalty methods, whereas direct methods cannot provide such quantities in general. Another advantage of penalty methods is their handy adaptation into existing computer codes for equations. Indeed, just a subroutine for the penalty terms must be added into the existing computer codes without any modifications in other parts, in order to solve variational inequalities.
We will first briefly review the penalty arguments for the obstacle problem, details of which can be found in Lions [12] .
The next section will be devoted to the approximation of the variational inequality representing the obstacle problem by a penalty-finite element method together with numerical integration for the penalty term. We will show that h and the pressure p~, constructed by a special identifithe penalized solution u~ cation of the numerical integration of the penalty term, converge to the solutions u h and ph of a mixed (Lagrangian multiplier) formulation of the variational inequality. The convergence rate of the penalization will be obtained by assuming the discrete LBB (Ladyzhenskaya, Babugka, Brezzi) condition. The final estimates will be established by combining the analysis of mixed methods for variational inequalities obtained by Brezzi, Hager and Raviart [7] .
Obstacle Problems
Let an elastic membrane f2 be spanned over an obstacle. Let the height of the obstacle be given by g(x), xc(2 and let the deflection of the membrane be given by u. Then the problem can be defined by the variational inequality where Suppose that These results are found in [13] or [14] . The variational inequality (2.1) is also resolved by penalty methods, and a characterization of the solution to (2.1) is obtained in terms of the "mixed'" variational formulation. A general theory of the penalty method can be found in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or in a survey article [11] .
Let PK be the projection of HI(O) onto K, and J be the duality map of HI(O ) into H-1(O). A penalty operator fl of HI(f2) for the constrained set K is defined by
In the present problem, we may set
J= -A+I Proof We know that the sequences u s and p~ are uniformly bounded in e. Since a(.,-) is a continuous bilinear form, and since (',-} is the duality pairing.
a(u~, v)--<p~, v} = f (v),
converges to the equation
VveX~ (a) where p is the weak limit of Pc, as e-~O. Suppose that qeN. Then
(q-p~,u~-g}=<q,u~-g}+l (j(u~-g)+,(u~-g)+)>=(q,u~-g}
i.e.,
lim (q-p~, u~-g} > (q,u-g} >O.
~:~0
On the other hand,
Since v--,a(v, v) is weakly lower semicontinuous,
Therefore, for every qeN,
Thus, we have shown that the variational inequality (2.1) can be characterized by the mixed (Lagrangian multiplier) method for resolution of the constraint u-g__< 0 through arguments of the penalty method. 
Approximation by Penalty-Finite Element Methods
We now consider a penalty-finite element approximation of the variational inequality (2.1).
Let V h be a finite element approximation of the space V=H~(f2) which is spanned by piecewise polynomials, and let the domain f2 be a polygon so that /2 can be covered by finite elements exactly.
Instead of discretizing the variational inequality (2.1) with the constrained set (2.2), we approximate the form similar to (2.11) . Suppose that the constrained set K is identified with the set/s = H~(f2)~/( where /(={v~LZ(f2): v-g<O a.e. in f2}
Then the penalty formulation to the variational inequality (2.1) becomes where
where "I" is the operation of numerical quadrature:
e indicates the finite element, and x~ is the local coordinate of the i-th integration point within the e-th finite element. Suppose that w e > 0, Vi = 1 ..... G (3.6)
i.e., the weights of numerical integration are all positive. The formulation that the penalty term is constructed by the L2-inner product in (3.4) instead of the duality pairing (-,-> on H-I(f2)x H~(f2) is supported by the fact that for fixed h the approximation of (2.1) is defined on a subset of a finite dimensional space Vh, which is naturally identified with its dual. The penalty for the constraint in approximation need be considered only on the space V h and convergence of u~ as e~0 is discussed for fixed h. Then convergence of u h to u occurs as h--,0 in the infinite dimensional space V=H~(a).
Because of the numerical integration of the penalty term in (3.4), we control the constraint uh--g <= 0 pointwise, i.e., the penalization
fl(u~) = (u~ -g)+,
and (.,-) is the LZ-inner product. We shall discretize (3.2) instead of (2.11) by finite element methods. In this case, while the operator fl is "almost" linear, the term (fl(u)), v h) cannot be evaluated exactly for approximations uh~ and v h in Vh, in general. In order to overcome this difficulty, we apply techniques of numerical integration. Then the following finite element approximation to (3.2) can be defined:
h almost satisfies the constraint uh(x)--g<0 implies that the penalty solution u s at points of numerical integration, and that the quantity
corresponds to the approximation of "contact pressure" at x~ due to the obstacle. In order to convert pointwise information obtained by (3.4) to continuous information, we introduce the following rules of identification: (i) let ph be a piecewise polynomial spanned by Lagrangian interpolations associated with points of numerical integration, i.e., P)~Qh,
The above two conditions imply the equation
Then the penalty formulation (3.4) can be identified with
The piecewise polynomial p h may be an approximation of the contact pressure. The set N h is the admissible set of contact pressure in the finite dimensional space. Using this we define the approximation of the constrained set (2.2): for g e C(~), 
Since fl(v h) = O, I(fl(u~), v h -u~) = -I(fl(v h) -fl(uh), V h --U))
luh
Thus,
(3.15)
This further implies
C#o tlu~N 1 ~1/1 Iluh~ll x Ilvhlt ~ + Ilfllo(llvhll x + lluQII ,) i.e., h (3.t6) Ilu~ll~_-<C< +~ (Convergence) Since I/h is a finite dimensional space, there is a subsequence of u~, still denoted by u~, which converges to u h in V h. Passing to the limit e-~0 in (3.15), we have
a(uh, vh--uh)>=f(vh--uh),
VvhCKh .
Thus, we need show only uheKh . Putting vh_ush instead of v h in (3.4),
a(u:, v -u~.) + ~ I ((u: --g) , vh--uh)= f (v h -u~).
If vheKh, i.e. if (vh--g)(x~)<0,
I ((U~ --g) +, V h --U )) = I ((U h --g) +, V h --g --(U h --g)) <_I((uh_g)+, h +

= (u~-g)).
Then Then ph is uniformly bounded in e, and converges to phffQh which satisfies
I,,U h ,+ (uh g)+)<_e{a(u), vh_ h h h t~ ~--g) . . . . U~)--f(v --U~)} < e {a(u h, v h) --f(v h --
u))} h <=,9.{ullluhelllllVhlll q-lifllo(llvhll,-}-llueH1) }.
a(u h, v h ) -I(p h ' v h ) = f(vh), Vvhe V h I (qh _ ph, U h _ g) >= O, Vq h e N h. (3.19)
Proof. From (3.10) and (3.18), 
I" h vhx a(uh, lch)__ f (vh) < ]j 1
I(q--p~,G-g)
= tq, ~-g) h + h us__g).
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Passing to the limit e~0,
I(qh--ph, uh--g)~I(qh, uh--g)~O, VqhENh since uheKh . []
We next find the rates of convergence uh--~U h and ph_.ph as e---~0. 
Ilu~-u II CllPhllo(~/~h), [Ip~-phllo <Cllphllo(~/c~).
Proof. From (3.10) and (3.19)
a(u~ -u h, v h ) = I(p h -p~, vh),
Vvhe V h . 
Putting vh=u~--U h, h h h h h h 1" h h U h < I h h h a(u,:--u ,U~--uh)= I(p~-p,us--g ) -UP,:--P, --g)= (Pc--P, u,--g)
since I(ph, uh--g)=0 and I(p~, uh--g)>O. Using the relation q~=4~+-4 -with qS-=Max{0,-qS} for qSelR,
Thus, we have
From (3.23) and the assumption (3.18)
Combining (3.24) and (3.25) yields the estimates (3.22) . [] The condition (3.18) is called the discrete LBB condition after Ladyzhenskaya, Babu~ka [2] and Brezzi [5] . Under this assumption, we have shown that the discrete penalization (3.4) converges to the discrete "mixed" (or Lagrangian multiplier) formulation (3.19) with rate of convergence e with respect to the penalty parameter. where w~ = mes(f2e)/3, mes(f2e) is the area of the e-th finite element, x~ coincides to the coordinates of nodal points of the element, and i= 1, 2, and 3. That is, the following rules are supposed within the master element for 3-node triangular elements, (Fig. 1 ). , Vq) ) . O.f2e = ((/2q)0 -t-~(Uq) I -~-3 (Uq)2 -~-9(Lq)3) mes Q~ (3.37) within an element. This means that, for some C~>0,
.,E in (3.26) yields i(qh, h h h ~ h h Vq) = (I(q, q )) (I(Vq
Thus, (3.18) need not be true, in general. [] Now, it is necessary for full estimates of u h and u to find h-estimates between the limits (uh, p h) and the solutions (u, p) of the "mixed" formulation (2.15). To this end, we have to recall the study by Brezzi, Hager and Raviart [7] for finite element analysis of the mixed type of variational inequalities.
Estimates for the Mixed Method
Let (u,p)eK x N be the solution of the mixed formulation (2.15). Let (uh, ph)~K h X N, be the limit of {uh,,p~} as e~0 which satisfies the discrete mixed formulation (3.19) . Let E 1 be the error of numerical integration I defined by (3.5) such that E, (f, g) = (f, g) -I (J; g) (4.1) for every f, ge C(f2). (4.6) for every vhcVh and qheN h. If vheKh and qh~Nh, then
(u -u h, u -u h ) = a( u -u h, u -v h ) + (p, v h -u h ) -l (p h, v h -u h ) ~a(u--uh, u--vh) 4"(p--qh, u--uh)+(qh--p,u--g) +(p, vh--u)--El(qh, uh--g)--I(ph, vh--g)--I(qh, uh--g)
a(u -u h, u -u h ) <= a(u -u h , u -v h ) + (p --qh, U --U h ) 4" (qh __ p, u --g) 4. (p, v h -u) --Ei(q h, U h --g).
Since a(-,-) is coercive and continuous, regularity assumption (4.2) and Young's inequality imply the estimate (4.3). Furthermore, from (4.6), we can obtain the inequality
a(u -u h, u --u h ) = a(u -u h, u -v h ) + (p -qh, u -u h ) + (p -ph, vh _ U)
+ (qh --p, U --g) --El(q h, u h --g) + Ei(p h, v h -u) --I(q h, U h --g) --I(p h, U --g)
<= a(u --u h, u --v h) 4. (p -qh, u --u h) 4. (p --ph, vh _ U) + (qh --p, U --g) --El(q h, u h --g) + E~(p h, v h -u)
for every qheN h and vheVh . Then the estimate (4.4) follows from coerciveness and continuity of a(.,-), (4. Proof. It follows from (4.5) that
Then applying (4.9) and (4.10) we have
An Example of Error Estimates
Final error estimates of the penalty-finite element approximation for a specific choice of finite elements and schemes of numerical integration I follow from the results of interpolation properties of finite element methods defined on restricted sets K h and N h instead of V h and Qh, respectively. Thus, the results due to [9] must be recalled here. Let U h be a finite element approximation of a subspace U of a Sobolev space Hm(s m > 0, such that H~(s U c Hm(f2). Let ~" be the set of all nodal points of the finite element model which construct finite elements. Let k be the order of the complete polynomial contained in each interpolation function associated at a nodal point of the model. Suppose that geHm(f2)c~C(~), and f2 is the domain for both approximation and the continuous problem. Then As an example, we will discuss error estimates of the approximation by three-node linear triangular elements and "trapezoid" rule of numerical integration described in Example 2, in Section 3. Let the domain f2 be divided uniformly by three-node triangular elements, and let the integration rule I be defined as in Example 2. Let uffH2(Q), 
